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A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR THE LOCAL -SOLVABILITY
OF THE SYSTEM OF THE LEWY TYPE VECTOR FIELDS

Q-HEUNG CHOI, TACKSUN JUNG AND JONGSIK KIM

O. Introduction

Treves [8J, dealed with the local solvability of the overdetermined
system of the following Mizohata type vector fields in an open subset
of Rm+l

(0.1) K j= ,:>0 +kj(t, u) ! , j=l, "', m,
utj uU

with analytic coefficients and satisfying Frobenius condition, and shows
that the necessary and sufficient condition for the local solvability is
Condition (P). (d. Treves [8J)

But for the local solvability of the system of the Lewy type vector
fields defined in an open subset contained in an analytic manifold Q of
dimension 2m+1, of the type

(0.2) L j = ':>~ +Aj(t, Y, u) ! , j=l, "', m(mz2), zj=tj+iYj,
UZj uu

t= (t17 "', tm) ERm, y= (Y17 "', Ym) ERm, uERl, with analytic coefficients,
the sufficient condition is known only when Q is the hypersurface of
Cm+l, of the form Q= {(Z17 "', Zm, w) ; w=u+iifJ(z, z, u), ifJ is real valued,
analytic function}. This sufficient condition is Y(l) condition which
measures the convexity of the domain Q in terms of the Levi form (d.
Airapetyan and Khenkin [lJ, and Folland and Kohn [3J).

This condition, however, is quite abstract and needs a concrete
interpretation. Moreover, even if this sufficient condition is satisfied,
the concrete integral representation of the local solution of the equation

(0.3) Lju Ii, j=l, "', m (mz2),
is unknown.
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In this paper our goal is to show that condition (P) is necessary
for the local solvability of the system of the Lewy type vector fields
(0.2).

1. Basic concepts and main results

Throughout this paper a denotes an analytic manifold of dimension
2m+1, countable at in:6.nity. Here analytic means real analytic, and
complex analytic means holomorphic. An abstract analytic CR structure
of codimension one is the datum of an analytic vector subbundle T of
the complex tangent bundle CTa submitted to the following three
conditions:

(1.1) CT, TJ C T, i. e. , the commutation bracket of any two
analytic sections of T over an open subset of a is a section of T
over that same subset;

(1.2) Tn 1'= {OJ (1' is the complex conjugate of T);

(1. 3) the fiber dimension of T over C is equal to m.

An abstract CR structure is the structure which is obtained if we
replace analytic by COO in the above definition. Let T be the orthogonal
of T in the complex cotangent bundle CT*Q for the duality between
tangent and cotangent vectors. Then the fiber dimension of T is equal
to m+1. Note that (1.2) is equal to

(1.4) CT*Q= T' +T'.

Let Q' be any open subset of a. A Cl function (resp. a distribution)
1 in Q' is called an analytic CR function (resp. an analytic CR distr
ibution) if LI=O whatever the analytic section L of T over Q'. The
differentials of the analytic CR functions are sections of T'. The abst
ract analytic CR structure is locally integrable if at any point p of a
there are m+1 germs of analytic CR functions whose differentials at
p are linearly independent (and thus make up a linear basis of T'p)
(for the definitions see [5J and [7J).

Now, assume that we are given an abstract analytic CR structure T
on an analytic manifold a of dimension 2m+1 (m:2 2). Let U be an
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open neighborhood of an arbitrary point p of D in which there are
(real) local coordinates tl> "', tm, YI> "', Ym, u and m+ 1 analytic CR
functions %1> "', %m, W such that

(1,5) %j=tj+iYj (i=v-1, j=1,···,m,m~2);

(1.6) w=u+iif)(t, Y, u),

if> real value, if> (0, 0, 0) =0, d..if>(O, 0, 0) =0,

and of course, if> analytic in U. Actually we may even assume

(1. 7) if>(0, 0, u) =0.

We shall always assume that the coordinates and CR functions (1. 5),
(1. 6) all vanish at the point p. Henceforth we refer to it as the
origin. It is convenient to assume that

(1. 8) U=BrXJ,

where Br is the open ball {(t,Y)ER2m; v'ltI 2+IYI2<r}, and J an
open interval in the real line containing the origin. We shall also
assume that the closure of U in D, CI U, is compact.

We shall denote by Z the mapping

(t, Y, u)I---+Z(t, Y, u) = (%10 "', %m, w(t, Y, u»

from U to Cm+1• The image w(U) is the union of a collection of
intevals {uo} XI(uo) , uoEJ where I(uo) is the image of Br via the map
(t, y) I---+¢> (t, Y, uo). Of course I (Uo) is always an inteval containing zero,
but otherwise fairly arbitrary. In particular it is reduced to zero when
ever ¢>(t, Y, uo) =0.

Note that d%j (j=1, "', m), dw make up a linear basis of T' p at
every point p of U, and that d%j, dz" (j, k=1, "', m), dw make up a
linear basis of CT;o at every point p of U. In U the abstract analytic
CR structure T is generated by m anal)1:ic vector fields L j , j=1, "', m
(m~2), such that

(1.9)

If we further require
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L/i",= oj/z (Kronecker's index), j, k=l, "', m,

(1. 11)

(1.12)

the Lj are uniquely determined, since dZh "', dzm, dih "', dZm' dw
span the whole cotangent space CT;D at every point p of U. We have

L j = -::.~ +Aj(t, Y, u)! , j=l, "', m, zj=tj+iYj.
UZj uU

Of course,

Aj=-i¢>Zj/ (1 +i¢>ll) ,

where subscripts mean differentiation. Note that, by (1. 9), we have
Lj'w=Lj(w+iiJ) =Lj(2u) =2Aj> i. e.,

Aj= ~LjiiJ.

Introducing the vector fields

(1.13)

where

we have

L - -1 (} d M - () + () . 1o-w. ~ an j---;;;;- f1.j~, J= ,"', m,
uU UZj uU

(1.14)

(1.15) Loz",=O, k=l, "', m,
Low= 1.

Thus Lh "', L m, £0, Mh "', M m is the basis in CTpQ (pE U), dual of
the basis dZh "', dzm, dZh "', dZm' dw of CT;D.
From (1. 9)-(1.10), (1.14)-(1.15) we have, in U,

(1.16) [Lj , L",J= [Lj , MzJ =[Mz, MmJ =0,
j, k=O, 1, "', m, 1, m=l, "', m.

These commutation relation'S are equivalent to the equations

(1.17) LJA.",=L",A.j> Ljf1.",=M~j> M j f1.",=M"'f!.j>
if j, k=I, "', m,
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(1.18)

If F is a CI function in U, we have
OJ OJ

dF= ~LjFdzj+~MkFdzk+LoFdw.
j=l .1=1

We -shall need the results from [7J concerning the solutions of the
homogeneous equations

(1.19) Ljh=O, j=l, ..., m.

We restate the main theorems of [7J. Set U'=Br.XJ', with O<r'<
r, and J' an open interval whose compact closure is contained in J.

THEOREM 1. Let h be a continuous solution of (1. 19) in some open
neighborhood of Cl U'. Then h is the uniform limit, in Cl U', of a
sequence of polynomials, with complex coefficients, in Z (t, y, u).

THEOREM II. Let h be a distribution solution of (1.19) in some open
neighborhood of CI U'. There are, then, an integer q~O and a CI
solution of (1.19) in a neighborhood of Cl U',j, such that

OJ

h= (~M:+L~)qf.
;;1

Combining Theorems I and II we see that any distribution solution
of (1.19) is the limit, in the distribution sense, in U, of a sequence
of polynomials in Z(t, y, z).

Note that h is constant on the fibers of the map Z in U', that is,
on the set

{(t, y, u) E U' ; Z(t, y, u) =zo} ,
for any given point Zo in cm+l. Because of the peculiar from of the
map Z (see (1. 5), (1. 6) ), we need only consider the fiber of w,
which is given by

{(t, y, u) E U' ; U=Uo, ifJ(t, y, uo) =vo} , uo+ivoEC,
and which can thus be identified to a subset of the ball Br•

DEFINITION 1.1. We shall say that the system L= (LI. •••, L m ) satisfies
Condition (P) at a point p of U if there is a basis of neigborhoods
of p in U, in each one of which the fibers of w are connected.
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We shall say that L satisfies Condition (P) in U if it satisfies Con
dition (P) at every point of U.

We shall be concerned with the inhomogeneous equations

(1.20)

where fIt ...J m are Ceo functions near Po satisfying the compatibility
conditions:

(1.21)

We have the following necessary condition for the local solvability
of the system of the Lewy type vector fields (1. 20).

THEOREM. Suppose that the system L= (LIt "', L m) (m~2) does not
satisfy Condition (P) at the point Po of U and that every distribu
tion solution of the homogeneous equations Lju=O in U, j=1, "', m, is
a continuous function.

Then there is a Ceo function f in an open neighborhood Vc U of Po,
vanishing to infinite order at Po such that

(1.22) the functions fj=A.jf, j=1, "', m (see (1.11» satisfy the
compatibility conditions (1. 21) in V. Furthermore, given any open
neighborhood Wc V of Po,

(1. 23) no distribution h in W satisfies (1.20).
The proof of Theorem will be given in Section 2.

We reformulate Condition (P) (cf. Definition 1.1) in the following
manner:

(1.24) Every open neighborhood Vpc U of p contains another open
• neighborhood Wp of p which intersects at most one connected compo

nent of every fiber of w in Vp'

Indeed, suppose first that Vp contains a neighborhood W~ of p in
which every fiber of w is connected. Then we can take Wp in (1.24)
to be the interior of W;. Conversely, suppose that (1. 24) holds; call
W; the union of all the connected components of the fibers of w in
Vp which intersect Wp•
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We sh~ll reason in (t, y)-space R2m for a fixed u. We denote by B,
B', B" three open balls centered at the origin in R2m, such that

(1. 25) B"cB'~B.

We shall look at a real valued analytic function q; in B. If A is any
subset of Band c any real number we write

(1.26) A+(c) = {(t,y) EA ; q;(t,y»c},
A-(c) = {(t,y) EA ; q;(t,y)<c},
AO(c) = {(t, y) EA ; q;(t, y) =c}.

In other words AO, A+, A- are the level, superlevel and sublevel sets,
respectively, of the function q; in A.

We reintroduce the variable u. If A is any subset of U=BrXJ and
u, v any pair of real numbers, we write

(1.27) A+(u,v) = {pEA ; u(p) =u, tjJ (p)>v},
A-(u, v) = {pEA; u(p) =u, tjJ(p) <v}.

Here A+(u, v) or A-(u, v) might be empty, for u~J.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Property (1. 24) is equivalent to each one of the
following properties:

(1. 28) Every open neighborhood Vpc U of p contains another open
nerghborhood of p, Wp, such that, given any pair of real numbers u, v,
Wp intersects at most one connected component of v; (u, v), and at most
one of v; (u, v).

(1. 29) Every open neighborhood Vpc U of p contains another open
neighborhood of p, Wp, such that any two points in Wp, of the kind
(to, Yo, u), (th Yh u) can be joined by a Piecewise analytic curve in V p

on which u is constant and ifJ monotone.

For the proof see [6J.

2. The proof of Theorem

Our starting point will be the hypothesis that Condition (P) is not
satisfied at the origin (cf. Definition 1.1). Actually it is convenient
to make use of the version (1. 28) of (P), or rather of its negation.
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Let us for instance assume that the following property holds:

(2. 1) There is an open neighborhood Ve U of the origin, and a
sequence of points in C, Zm+1,=u~+iv~, 1.1=1, 2, "', converging to zero,
such that any neighborhood of the origin, We V, intersects two
distinct connected components of V+ (u~, v.) (see (1. 27» for some v.

Note that (2. 1) remains valid if we decrease V. Thus we shall assume
that VeeU=BrXJ, and that V=BroXJo• Possibly after a change of
subscripts 1.1=1,2, "', we select a sequence of open neighborhoods

(2.2)

with ro>r~\. +0, J~=] -r~, r~[, such that, for each v, W~ intersects at
laest two distinct connected components of V+ (u~, vJ, Clv and C2~'

Fix Uo in J. Then the number of critical values of the mapping
wet, y, u) in CI V that lie on the vertical line Re Zm+1 =Uo is finite.
Indeed, they are the values of w on the set of points (t, y, u) in CI V
such that

(2.3)

But in the neighborhood of CI V the equations (2. 3) define an
analytic set, of which only finitely many connected components inter
sect the compact set CI V, and w is constant on each of these compo
nents. This implies that, for each v, there is v~>v~ such that the
fiber of w in CI V,

(2.4) F(Z'm+l.) = {(t, y, u) ECI V; wet, y, u) =.z~+I,=u~+iv:}

intersects both W~ nCb, and W~nC2~ and such that Z~+l, is not a
critical value of w in CI V. But then W~ must intersect two distinct
components of F(.z~+lJ. In other words, we may start with the
following hypothesis:

(2. 5) There is a totally ordered basis of open neighborhoods of
the origin, W~eW, and a sequence of complex numbers Zm+l" conv
erging to zero, none of which is a critical value of wet, y, u) in CI V,
such that, for each )), W.. intersects two distinct connected components
of the fiber F(zm+1.).
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For each v=1,2, ..., we select a closed disk D", centered at Zm+l.,

with radius d,,>O. In the argument below we shall decrease d" a fini
te number of times. First of all we select d" small enough that the
following conditions are fulfilled:

(2.6) For each v, D" is entirely contained in the (open) set of
noncritical values of wet, y, u) in CI V, and in the interior of the image
w(W,,);

(2.7) the projections of the D" into the real axis are pairwise
disjoint.

For each v, let C: and C; denote two distinct compontents of F(zm+1J
which intersect W". Possibly after decreasing d" we may make the
following assumption:

(2. 8) There are two analytic submanifolds of dimension two, .L::
and .L:;, which intersect respectively ct and C;, and whose closures
are disjoint compact subsets of W", each mapped diffeomorphically onto
D" by w.

And possibly after some more decreasing of d" we select two open
neighborhoods of C: and C; respectively, in U, [3: and [3;, endowed
with the following properties:

(2.9) (CI [3n n (CI [3;) =</J;

(2.10) .L::c[3:, .L:;c/3; and the image via w of [3:, as well as
that of [3", is exactly equal to Int D,,;

(2. 11) any connected component of a fiber F(zm+1) of w in CI V
which intersects [3; is entirely contained in [3;;

(2. 12) no two distinct connected components of the same fiber
F(zm+1) intersects either [3: or [3;.

For each v=l, 2, ..., let r: be a number such that r,,<r:<r"_l and
set W;=Br:XJ;, J;= [-r;, r;J. We cosider a distribution h in W; which
is a solution of the inhomogeneous equations (1.20). We shall assume
that the righthand sides are continuous functions in V, and satisfy
(1. 21) in V. Furthermore we assume that
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+00
supp /jew-leo) U U~:.

:11=1

We can easily check that the set at the right has an intersection
with CI V that is closed. Note also that we have

(2.14)

in the set

(2.15)

Ljh=O, j=1, ..., m,

+00
W;\CI(U~n.

.=1

We introduce, for each ])=1.2, ..., a closed disk D;, also centered
at %m+b, with radius d';>d"" such that the properties analogous to (2.
6) , (2. 7), (2. 8) hold. We call A", the annulus D;\D",.

Note that, by the assumption of Theorem, h is a continuous
function in the set

U",= W", nw-l (A",).
The key to the proof of Theorem 1. 1 lies in the following assertion:

(2.16) h is constant on the :fibers of Z= (%10 ... , %04' w) in U",.

Proof of (2.16): We note that (2.14) holds in the set

(2.17)

We apply Theorems I, II taking U'=Br.XJ' to have compact closure
contained in (2. 17). According to the assumption of Theorem h
is a continuous function. Therefore we conclude that h is the Cl limit
of a sequence of polynomials of Z(t, y, u) in the intersection of (2.17)
with U",. Thus h must be constant on the fibers of Z (t, y, u) in that
intersection.

Let us call Q) the interior of the subset C of w( U",) such that

(2.18) h is constant on the fibers of Z in w-l(C) nU"'.

We have just shown that Q) contains the set

(2. 19) %04+1 E Int A"" IRe %m+l-U", I>d""
%m+l=u+ivEC

Suppose now that there is a point :/"'+1 in the boundary of Q) with
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respect to Avo We apply once again Theorem I, availing ourselves of
the fact that h is a solution of (2.14) in an open neighborhood of
S*=F(z·m+l) nCI Wvo There is a number 0>0 such that every point
p* E S* is the center of an open ball with radius 0 in which h is the
C1 limit of a sequence of polynomials in Z (t, y, u). Note that the
sequence in question may change from point to point. We may suppose
that the union of all those balls is contained in a compact subset K of
W; (:=> Wv ). The restriction of w to K is open, and therefore there
is a clsed disk D* centered at Z·m+l with the following property:

(2.20) U v nw-1 (D*) C {pE Wv ; dist (p, S*) ~O}.

Let then PiE U v be such that w(Pi) =l;,ED* (j=1, 2). We can find
P;ES* such that Ip;-Pil ~o, and there is a continuous function hi in
{(ZI> Z2, .", Zm, w); w=u+icf>(t, y, u) ED*, (ZI> .", Zm, u) = (t, y, u) E Ull

nw-1 (D*)} such that h=hioZ in the ball centered at P; with radius
o. Moreover, hi is holomorphic in {(zl>"',zm,w);w=u+icf>(t,y,u)E
D'*, (Z1> .", Zm, u) E Ull nw-1 (D'*)}, where D'* is an open disk cont
ained in D*, also centered at z·m+1> and can be selected independently
of the point P; on S*. Let (hi) %m+t the restrictions of hi to zm+cplane,
where Zm+l =u+iv. Note that (hi) %m+t is holomophic in D'*. But since
(hI) %m+t = (h2) %m+t in D'* nQ), we must have (hI) %m+1 = (h2) %",+1 in D'*,
and therefore D'*cQ), which contradicts the fact that its center is a
boundary point of Q). We must therefore have Q)=Av'

We draw right away a consequence of (2.16). Because of the
validity of (2. 8) when D: is substituted for Dv, We see that

w(Uv ) =Av and
Z(Uv ) = {(Z1> "', Zm, w) ;w=u+icf>(t, y, u) EAlI,

(ZI' .", Zm, u) = (t, y, u) E UlI}.

Therefore there is a continuous function in Z(Uv), h, holomophic in
the interior of Z(UlI)' such that h=hoZ in U v' Let (h)%m+t be the
restriction of h to the Zm+l-plane, Zm+1=u+iv. Then (h) %I#+t is a
continuous function in All and holomorphic in the interior of All' We
contend that

(2.21) (h) %...+t extends holomorphically to the interior of D;.

Indeed call ~:- the analogue of ~; (see (2.8» when D; is substituted
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for Dv• Since h is a continuous solution of the system of equtions
(2. 14) in some open neighborhood of r;:-, its restriction to r;;- is
continuous. Let h be the push forward of the restriction of h to r;;
via Z; it defines a real analytic function in the interior of {(Z1> "',
2m , W) ;w=u+iif>(t, y, u) ED;, (Z}, "', 2m , U) E W v nfJ;-}.

In some open neighborhood of each point of r;;-h is a uniform limit
of polynomials with respect to Z, by Theorem I, as a consequence of
which we see that h must be holomorphic in the interior of {(21o "',
Zm' W) : W=U+if>(2, Z, u) ED;, (Z1o "',2110 , U) E W vnfJ;-}. Then (h) "110+1
must be holomophic in the interior of D;. Since (h) "11O+l = (h) "11O+l in
A v, this proves our assertion.

We can now proceed with the construction of the function f in
Theorem.

For each lJ, we select an arbitrary closed disk D: centered at Zm+1 with
radius tf.,<dv• Let then / be a function holomorphic with respect to
the variables 210 "', Zm, and C"" with respect to the variable Zm+1o
vanishing identically in the complement of

+00
{(Z1o "',2110 , W) ; w=u+iif>(t, y, U) E UD:,

J:I=!
+00

(210 ••• , Zm, U) = (t, y, U) E W v nW-1 ( UD:)},
l'=1

and such, moreover, that

(2.22) for every lJ=1,2, "''/>0 in the interior of

{(Z1o ''',Zm,w) ; w=u+iif>(t,y,U)ED:,
(210 ••• , Zm, U) = (t, y, u) E W v nw-1(d:)}.

Note that (/)"110+1>0 in Int D: for every lJ=1, 2, .... Then we define

+00
(2.23) f=/oZ in vn (U fJ:), f=O everywhere else.

p=!

Cleary f is a function anaytic with respect to the variables th Yh •••,

t m, Ym, and COO with respect to the variable u in V\w-1 (0), and
vanishes to infinite order on vn w-1(0); thus fECoo(V).

We contend that the assertion (1. 22) is correct; it suffices to check
(1. 21) in some neighborhood of an arbitrary point of V n(UfJ:) ..
There f=/oZ and therefore
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Ljf= ~f oZ+(':l!f oZ)L/iiJ=(':l~f OZ)2Aj, j=l, ···,m,
uZJ UZm+1 UZm+1

since Ljz,.=oj" and L/w=2Aj. Therefore, if we set
11=2(0l!ozm+l), fl=!loZ, we have:

(2.24)

On the other hand, the commutation relations (1. 16) are quivalent to

(2.25)

Combining (2. 24) and (2. 25) with the equatios

Lj(A,.f) fLjA,.+A,.Ajfb
L,.(Ajf) fL,.Aj+AjA,.fb j, k=l, .••, m,

yields at once

(2.26)

Next we prove Assertion (1. 23).
We shall prove that, given an arbitrary integer v~1, there is no

distribution k satisfying (1. 20) in W;.
Observing that the function ! used to define f has compact support,

set

v=!*m+1 (1/21CZm+l) '
where *m+1 is the convolution of distributions in zm+rplane. Note that
v is a function holomorphic with respect to the vriables Zh···, Zm, and
Ceo with respect to the variable Zm+1 We have

(2.27)

Set v=voZ in V. We have, in a neighborhood u of (Cl,8:) nV,
0'0 (0'0)_ .Ljv= ':l-. oZ+ ~oZ Ljw=Ajf fj, ;=1, ···,m,uZJ uZm+l

by (1.12), and therefore, by (1.20), we have, in un w;,

(2.28) Lj(k-v) =0, j=l, ... , m.

We have the right to take U such that it contains the surface L:;+
analogous to L:: in (2.8), when D; is substituted for D". Once again
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by the assumption of theorem we know that h-v is a continuous
function in some neighborhood of L::', and its rescriction to L:;' can
be pushed forward via Z as a real analytic function iii in

{(ZIt"',zm,w)EZ(V) ; w=u+i/ft(t,y,u)EInt D;,
(ZIt "', Zm, u) = (t, y, u) E W.. nIe}.

And again, by Theorm I, we know that the latter is a uniform limit
of polynomials of (ZIt "', Zm, Zm+l) in the neighborhood of each point
of the set

{(ZIt "', Zm, w) EZ(V) ; w=u+i/ft(t, y, u) EInt D;,
(ZIt "', Zm, u) = (t, y, u) E W .. nIe},

therefore iii is holomorphic in that set. Therefore ('Iii) Zm+l is holomor
phic in the neighborhood of each point of Int D:. Since (h) Za+l can
be extended holomorphically to Int D;, the same must be true of
(ii) Zm+l' This demands

fav.(ii)zm+ldzm+1=0, zm+l=u+iv,

and therefore, by Stokes' theorem

f (l) Za+ldzm+l/\dzm+l=0,
D ..

which contradicts (2. 22).
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